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FILIAL FACTS AND FICTION

FEBRUARY 14, 1972

ROBERT TAFT, JR.

An individual ' s choice of parents , like
that of personal physique, no choice at all , establ ic a framework of life from which few are ever really
freed. This thought, noted by the authorized b io grapher of the late Robert A. Taft, applies also to
the job of selecting a biographer and commenting on
his manuscript. Biographies by children and close
relatives rarely if ever succeed. The principal
danger, lack of objectivity, doubtless applies to a
son's comments on a nd review of his fat h er's bio·graphy. For that reason this paper is entitled and
should be rated as "Filial Fact and Fiction," leaving
to yOQ the sorting job betwixt the two.
If you happen to be offspring of a public
figure who was a three-time serious cont 9nder for
t he presidency and a leader of the Senate, it is unlikely that you will be spared a decision on auth o ri z~
a biography . In my brother Bill ' s case, t he issue
was raised less than two weeks after my father died
by a personal letter from -Henry A. LaQghlin oi Ho ugh- :
Mifflin addressed from his SQIDiller home on the Blackwater in County Cork to the U. S. Embassy in Phoenix
Park, Dublin, dated August 10, 1953. Even with such
an early start , choice of the biographer was not
finalized until fifteen years thereafter, and the
book will not be published until the fall of 1 972.
Bill and I, in consultation with my two
brothers, Ll oyd and Horace, my father's sister, our
Aunt, Helen Manning, and our wives, never doubted th a ~
a comprehensive authorized biography should be writt e~
Helen had been through it b efore with the choice of
Henry F . Pringle to write the William Howard Taft
biography from the large collection of his pa pers
already in the Library of Congress . Our decision on
the question was further motivated by public a tions
siJ.bsequent to my f a ther's death of "The Taft Story ",
by W. L. White, of "Eight Weeks To Live", by Jhan and
June Robbins, and of "The Polit i cal Principles of
Robert A. Taft", by Russell Kirk and James McClellan.
None of these books, nor others published material ,
had access to the closed papers, and each seemed
superficial impressions from journalistic, medical,
and doctrinaire viewpoints, respectively. The closed
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papers amounted to 247 boxes, mostly covering the
Senat e years, plus considerable amounts of local and
family material added in 1958 after, as my father 's
executor, I had made the donat ion of the papers depo s ited for safekeeping in th~Library of Congress
originally in 1953 and 1954 . A good deal of discussion
occurred i n the family as to whether the papers should
go to the Yale Library instead, but the final decision
was f or the Library of Congress, especially because
it already held the voluminous W. H. Taft papers.
The conditions Ol the gifts include restriction on
public access until 1983 or the death of all of
Robert A. Taft's sons, whichever is earlier . As
executor I have a righ t to grant limited access for
study and to make single copies. My reading of the
manuscript of the pending biography convinces me that
the material is a valuable source of ca~did public
and personal comments, belying the fears of Helen
Manning as expressed in a 1966 letter about an interview with a possible biographer, as follow8:
"I think that anyone who has not
known the family from inside would
jump to the conclusion that, the Robert
Taft papers would be as revealing as
the William Taft papers, which I at
least feel very sure they are not. I
tried to describe or rather explain
the reasons for this as I see them;
i . e ., that Bob inherited a reticence
from my mother which made it almos t
impossible for him to t alk a bout himself
either on paper or in conversation."
In addition to this material there were many
living people who had been intimately connected with
my father . Many of these were subsequently interviewed
before and aftec t he sele:ction of the biographer, using
the Columbia Oral His tory Project with interviews
and taping . The material tran.3 cribed was made available
later for the biographer .
The decision as to the desired nature of
roposed
book was likewise a relatively easy one · d
the P
th t ·t h uld be a well -researc h e ,
All concerned agre~d
~ ' . ~ ws_. .~
It was also agl.:'ee d
comprehensive and lmPdarb~: an~L hopefully, short

that.~t

should be re a a

,
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enough to include in one well-printed volump, . With
three history or English Ph. Do's in the consulting
group , the possibility of a family-written b iography
was d l scQssed, but none seemed really ready for the
commitment and all shared doubts as to the possibili ~
of being objective. I th ink we all sensed too , that
the likely disagreements among us might be far greatE_
than if a professional and a stranger were chosen.
Finding and choosing a willing biographer to meet
our fo r mula proved difficult. The search started in
seriously after my mother's death in 1958 and didn't
culminate for ten years. In that period at least
two dozen people were considered and many were interviewed . Frequent requests, especially by graduate
students working on Ph. TI. ' s for access to the paper s
had to be turned down, and most still are. Discussi o-=
with Houghton, Miffl in had resul ted in their se l ecti o~
tentatively as publ isher, but subjec t to obtaining
an author and agreement by him as to the arrallc e ment.
The first prospective author chosen, on the
basis of his fine Henry Stimson biography, was
Elting Morison , professor of English at M.l.T. Af te r
a number of discussions he withdrew him~elf on the
basis that the job was l onger and more serious than
he wished to undertake at the time.
Later, Professor John Blum of Yale was
seriously considered for some time , with some doubts
being expressed by himself and others on his sympathi €~
for the Senator's viewpo i nts, espec ially on foreign
affairs, even though t here was a positive desire not
to interfere with the writer's opinions in any way ,
once h e \tV;=LS sel ec t ed. While we had th e ideal of
impartiality, at this point Helen Manning, herself
an eminent histoTian, wrote me;
"I am afraid that there is no perfect
biographer and that Bill's ide~ of f~ndi~g
a hi s tor i an who i s completel y lmpart l al lS
a mere pipedream. I never knew one ."
While a number of others such as Martin
TIuberman, William Lieucht enberg , Rj. C-:'1ard I:Iofstater ,
and Margaret Coit wer e discussed, the cholce was for
Elum . Unfortunately, the prospects for this WEre
eliminated when he had to decline for health reasons.
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While others wer e being considered, I was
contacted at this point by a young professor from
Indiana University who had been seeking to do research
on the papers. He learned of' our pursuit of a bio grapher, and after an interview with myself f!)llo~ved
by other members of the family he appear ed to have
aJ.l the qualifications desired. His nam e is James
T. Patterson. His prior works included a prize-winning
historical review of the eight years immediately
pre ceding Robert A. Taft's service in the U. S.
Senate entitled, "The Congressional Conservatism and
the New Deal" (The Growth of the Conservative Coalition
in Congress). It is an excellent account of the
honeymoon and following disC3l1chant.1TIE3nt )eriorls between
F.D.R. and the CongreSSional leadership of both parties.
Obviously it provided a strong background fo= t he
Congress when Robert A. Taft first came upon the stage
there . It was a base the author knew and was able
to use with skill •.
As to the biographer himself, the vital
statistics are interesting. He was then an associate
professor of American history a t th e Uni versi ty of'
Indiana at Bloomington . He is now a full professor
and will be taking a chair at Brown UniYersity next
fall . His age when he undertook the work was 32, and
he had been at Indiana for three ye ars. Thus he gave
excellent promise of being able to undertake the hard
and long work necessary, plus the incentive of
achieving a meaningful milestone in a promising
academic career . , His political philosophy and backgro und, I would say, wa s that of a moderate without
strong party affiliation, although his father had been
the most recent Republican speaker of the Connecticut
Hou s e of Representatives. I have come to know him
as pleasant, direct, and contemplative, with a basically
scholarly attitude. He had never before written a
biography and from the beginning, expressed misgivings
about a chara~ter study approach, especially as to
a person he had not known. Like Blum, Patterson
expressed doubts bec ause of some disagr~ement ~ith
my father ' s position especially on fOrelgn , pollcy .
matters. This is not reflected, however~ ln the blOgraphers evident approval in the manuscrlpt of the
.S;"Hlator •
conceptl,.l.al ;-l.l lproach to formation and role
of' foreign policy under thc Consti t-uti on , now framed
in the inevitable backdrop of the Viet Nam experience.
(3
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I wonder if he would have given it as freely had t h e
biography been written in 1960? It would seem that
this war has made a major impact on the thinking of
almost all Americans on such problems for a long ti r::~
into the future.
The approval is not, however, extended t o
any generally favo r able reflection on the Senator ' s
knowledge or j u dgment as to World War II participat:.. _
or decisions, or even earlie~ attitudes on foreign
affairs.
In summary , the author 's initial attitude
of admiration and app ro val , with reservations, carri ~
throughout the book. Aside from any agreement or
disagreement with public posi ti ons , few, I believe,
will be able La fault Patterson in any important way
on an exhaustive and sympathetic approach, both as
to character and historical detail. He devoted two
uninterrrupted years of work under foundanon grants
and a great part of anothe r two years while teaching.
The bibliography is an appalling t h irty typewritten
pages, listing public and private sources in additi o~
to the papers in the Library of Congress, and exhau s ~ ~
interviews of all likely source s . Thi s re search
rp.flected its depth many times in my reading of the
manuscript. Yet , despi~ its obvious scholarship,
James Patterson has maintained a direct and interest "
style that made the book very readable for me.
Foot notes are referenced to the back and are refereL_ sources rather than text elaboration . Many times whe_
my personal memory and convictions had me ready to
offer a dissenting or questioning comment or note,
I found myself confronted with a quote or reference
that confounded the incipient objection.
This is not to s ay that I find by any means
total agreement with the author. My brother Bill an~
his wife who also read it, likewise had comments and
reservations on s ome points . Bill especia~ly f~els
th~t the character s tudy do e s not concur wlth hlS
_
views. We have offer ed our suggestions , but I shoul c
make it totally clear that Patter son has no duty to

t <::"~-..
a ~ tn E the
narrow ar
A~ o f
~ha.ngA8
eX-CAp
<q:;' .-ttl; "..t . l.
~:L.1.. ~:" :1 r.:O"""'t I.:
L... ..:..",_
on ll. V ibt?t~~t~r~ '.J in a V cii.SPul,.,:;; a i" t<'-'-" -=. L'''''=-I' '''- - decision of ar 1

make any
COlllID e nt o

a
for :

i
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"removal from the manuscript of any
material taken from the T~ft papers
which he (Robert Taft, Jr.) believes
would insult living persons, unless such
material has already been published prior
to the publication of the biography."

Except as to that procedure, the author has "the sole
and fina.l right to determine the contents of the bio graphy. "
The quoted provisions are fro m a formal
contrac t entered into by the executor with the
biographer . Conditioned by the successful thouBh
sometimes embattl ed precedent of the Henry Pringle
bio graphy of W. H. Taft on the one hand and the contemporaneous and notorious Kennedy-Manchester episode
on the other, those concerned opted for a formal
cont ract covering the entire enterprise, even though
(unl ike Pringle ' s case) no compensation or expenses
from the Taft family were aske d by or accep table to
Patterson from the start . Arrangements as to ownership and compensation with the publisher are totally
his own .
Thus the author could truly say in the prefac e , "This is wholy my book." The arrangement so
far has tQrned out to be a most satisfactory one for
all. But having suffered often the slings and arrows
of my father ' s devoted political admirers as to alleged
her es ies of my own over the years, I have no illusions
that the publication of tbe book, direct, candid, and
def i nite of opinion as it i s ,will not bring a new
hai ls torm of controversy. Inevitably the champion
of a cause, in this case, I believe, individualism ,
not conservatism, becomes with the years a legend
subject to attribution of absolute doctrines not always
his own . This seems to be aggravated with the passage
of time. In this vein it is perhaps even harder
now even than it was contemporaneously for the "Taft
Republican" to reconcile my father's tough anti-New
Deal stance on many domestic programs with his views
rel a ting to a protective attitude toward ~he individual
and the individual's initiative, opportulllty, and
responsibility. His prime sponsorship of p~blic
housing federal aid to education, and publlc health
pro gram~ were typical of this approach. strong
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stands on specific issues suchas the Nuremberg Trial s.
against drafting the railroad ~t~ikers, a.J~wish
homeland, and anti-universal mllltary tralnlng are
also far more understandable in this philosophy of
individualism than in any liberal-conservative connotation. Patterson appreciates this well at times,
and I hope the book will clarify some of t0 e remaining, often intransigent, but inaccurate, Vlews of
the Senator's beliefs and positions.
In any case, I shall seek refuge as well
as possible behind the sanctity of contract and
freedom of expression. Part of the motivation for
thi s paper may have been better to enable me to do
so, although, hopei'ully, it will have other interest
anrl shed some a dditional 1 ight on the background of
a valuable piece of written history and biography .
Having provided you the basis of my approa ~
and reactions to the book, and subject to no further
di 8claimers , I offer some more specific comments on
the manuscript. As explained, it is still in editing
so that the final publication may not include some
of the matter discussed.
Patterson's book is logically and chronologically presented. He has resisted the temptation
to take a single dramatic event or issue, sLlch as t he
1952 convention or the Taft-Hartley Law, to build hi E
interpretation or character study back fr om a single
base. He rejects the approach to history, reflected
for instance, in John F. Kennedy's "Profiles In
Courage, " that the meaning of a public life may turn
upon one important event when the public figure
happened to be in the right place at the right time
to act or speak in a decisive way. For Taft, Carlyle
"ad hominem" app ro ach to history was not acceptable,
and government was a challenge of ideas and ideals,
not of individuals and power. His biographer grasps
this and gives good understanding of the man in this
respect. In this comprehensive approach Patterson
recognizes that his subject was complex, not simple.
At the same time he does not become captive of mere
dates and events, and he has used discrimination
enough to achieve, hopefully , the goal of a single
readable volume. As Patterson describes himself in
the preface, the book, while covering Robert A. Taft' s
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entire life, does not attempt to be definitive in
the technical sense. But it does ambitiously attempt
character development and offers definite and strong
opinions. As the author himself states :
"Taft always tried to state his
views so that people knew where he
stood; I feel it is an historian 's
obligation, indeed necessity, to do
the same."
For the historian as for the politician,
t h is is a course fraught with some peril , as many
of the Senator's experiences evidence.
One of the first missed targets , in the
opinion of the family members who read the manuscript,
relates to family background and early youth. Somehow a pattern emerges of a "silver spoon, " "house
on the hill " class image that would be more suited
to describing a New or Old England Adams or
Churchillian background, that turn-o f -the-century
Oincinnati.
"As Nellie smiled hCi.fJ.fJily at her first
born " from the "roomy" Victorian structure ••• "on a
hill, " looking out through "scrolled porches" and
"colored windows" on "the dark green forest," it is
hardly my childhood memory of an almost dingy frame
house where lower McMillan meets W.H. Taft Ro ad . The
autho r drags in comparisons to Wilmington , Delaware,
gang wars between Italians, Poles and Slovaks, and
black lynchings in St. Louis. This does not seem to
me to reflect accurately the climate or self-assessment
of Oincinnati of the day. Poverty and violence there
were . The Oourthouse burning and riots attest to
that . But the population generally were largely
e ither descendants of proud pioneers and farmers who
came over the mountains or of solid middle class German
s tock. The sense of different station or aristocracy
must have been mi nimal. David Sinton , t h e Senator ' s
uncle ' S father-in-law , was a profane Irishman who
bought the Baum-Longworth house and who m Patterson
C lEl8Sif -Les al:::l " fabuJ_ously " wealthy.
L ucky and sharp
a s a real estate investor he may have be en . We don't
know too much of him, but patrician he was not, and
one can't but wonder whether he bought the house to
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gain status. As Helen Manning puts it, "If we were
the upper class, we diu!!' t know it!" EVen as to an
earlier generation, I remember Horace Taft laughing
over a facetious joke ofhis childhood relating to
some boyhood project with his youthful companions,
when he volunteered, "Oh, if its money you want,
there's plenty of that at our house!" Somehow too,
on the home fro~t 1 feel that Patterson missed the
lighter banter and in-family contest of which Bobbie
was surely a part in his youth, as . he was later at
family meal seatings of a dozen, and more during
~UIIilIleL'S at Murray Day, Quebec. The presence of his
father as a former White House occupant never stiflet
the conversational battles of his widower brother ,
Horace, and his spinster sister-in-law , Maria Herron
who twitted the schoolmaster often on his grammar
when he told of a meoocnger running in waving a
message, "like it was a telegram". Nor did it quail
the gaiety the son shared with his mother and other
friends and family, boycotted by the teetotalling
Chief Justice of the prohibition era, when she serve c
Bronz cocktail~ uefore dinner, compri3cd of orange
jUice, vermouth, and gin. The strong, resilient but
witty, and fun-loving character and inheritance of
Helen Herron Taft missed the biographer . Serious
minded and absorbed Bob Taft may have been to a faul-.
but slow or heavy he was not. Toughness he inherited
too, of the kind reflected in his mother when Annie,
the short and portly maid stumbled and fell on the
fish mousse during. a dinner party. Viewing Annie,
the imprint of her bosom on the mousee, and the embar __- ___
guests, in that order, my grandmother drew on many
years of presence and slowly directed, "Annie, if you
are hurt, please say so; there is a doctor here (1
believe it was our fellow townsman, Johnson McGuire).
If not, please get up and c-continue to p-p-pass the
fish mousee."
Though Patterson may have missed some of t he
subtleties of the family atmosphere in which h~s ,
biographee grew up and lived, he makes up,for lt,ln
his brilliant and documented reports of hlS publlC
career:. Shy and rcticient thoue;h the young Robert
__
Taft was there was little chance or luck to the p:o ~- 
through iaw and local and state,political opportu~ltl~: 
~he manuscript recognizes that l~ ~as ha:d,work, lnna =
abili ty, and an extremely competl-Ll ve splrl t that were
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responsible.
There was conscious choice too, I am sure
as to the ordinary and common approach of my father'
to what he felt were the challenges of life. He
tended to r eject pre tense, glamour, or putting on
airs. The baggy Taft ~all-purpose suit " reflected
it. So did the battered, turned-up, campaign hat .
Patterson did not , always gr asp t his as it was reflected
in some important personal decisions . For instance,
after excelling at Harvard Law School, with a bright
record of Yale and Taft School, and a generally
cosmopolitan youth with the aura of being the son of
a national figure, there is inadequate explanation
of h is apparently illogical and somewhat unlikely
deciSion to go directly to Cincinnati pract ice and
not to accept a clerkship with Justic Oliver Holmes,
leaving it to his friend, George Harrison . How many
of h is classmates would not have snapped at such a
chance? The difference likely to have resulted from
acceptance - for better or worse, for himself or for
his public life, can only be speculated upon . But
the choice seems an especially signd.f-icant one in
disclosing the thinking and aspirations of the young
many who made it. It showed inherent distaste,
despite his intelle ctual excellence, for elite precepts of academia, even with a pragmatic idealist
like Holmes as a sponsor . My father's practical bent
and grassroots tendency, plus an inherent life-long
questioning of eastern American attitudes , was echoed
lat er in his urgings to me to start law practice in
Cinc innati and to my brother Lloyd to work here for
the family - owned newspaper . And it showed up deeply
In some of his public decisions and atti tudes.
Although Patterson does not always pick up
the sensitivity of his subject on such matters , he
certainly understands the man better . than di~ many
who felt they knew him well at the tlme. ThlS stands
out more strongly as the manusc ript progresse~, . and
there are superb studies of the highly eompet~ tJ.ve,
deeply loyal , generally responsi?le approaches to
political and public p~oblems WhlCh the autho r has
analyse d with great sk~ll .
For instance, he deals skillfully with the
Cincinnati charter r eform role played by the rising
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lawyer and politician. Patterson notes Taft' s defens=
of boss Rud Hynicka's regime, even with privately
admitted distaste:
"Unless the Republican organization
shows somewhat more intelligence in their
selection of men and handling of affairs,"
he wrote in 1924 , "they are likely to get
a severe jolt in November."
The biographer soundly notes that while d e ploring stupidity, he wa s no insurgent by nature,
and "he believed instinctively in two parties at the
local as well as State and National levels." Later
labelled by a prime political opponent as "an ornamental target to cover a rotten s tru cture," he,
nevertheless, "continued to mediate between the old
gua rd and the rebels," and continued to dream of and
work for party reform from within.
The nostalgic and
fictional local 100% party support image of today
did not obscure Patterson's realistic research or
analysis. Ward leaders under Schneller were uneasy
when Taft was exemtive COillllli ttee chairman in 1930
and when he wa s temporarily in Columbus, they cut th e
executive committee from 8 5 to 25 members and author :-Schneller to name them.
"Plus c'a change, plus c'es
l e meme chose ."
Equal perspicacity illuminates Patterson
accounts of later battles on the National political
scene, such as the chapter on Taft-Hartley and the
1952 convention.
" On fo reign policy,as predicted, the.bio.
grapher finds basis for criticism of Taf~'~ Vlews pr l~
to World War II as based largely on SU~plclon of
Euro e and Roosevelt. He correctly pOlnts out.tha~ _
the ~enator reckone d the cost of war not only ~n Ilv e~.
but also in IGSS of human Ii"berty at home. t T~l ~ was
'ustified in experience, "but not to the ex en . ~
.
J
. t d . n 1939 that it "would create a Socl~llstl c

~~~~~~O~shtp
~hich it"wo~~~ ~~e~~~~~~~~~~nt~fd~~:~~::
once the war lS over.
try seem

of European peace before and after our e~ f
d but
correctly assessed as ~pinionated an~n~n~~ ~~~! ;f
Patter~o~ is sympatlhet~Ct~~O~p;~~i1~~n to a President
recognlzlng the ro e a
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even in wartime, and he credits him with a sound
assessment of Stalin's Russian rol e . "Indeed, Taft' s
dem~nds th~t Congress play a major role in foreign
POlICY makIng, and that America avoid mJral crusades
were,to be,echoed, though too late, by critics of
'
AmerIcan VIet Nam pol ic y In t he 1960 's and 1970's"
Patterson writes.
'
One of the better parts of the manuscript
relates to detailed reports of the "new Taft" that
emerged with the challenge of the bitter 1950, a11 out battle with labor. From . that point on I believe
the candidate and the Senator appreci ated in a way
,
he neve r had before the importance of the one-to-one
contact in poli tic al persuasion, and the necessity
of being persuasive on that level, not in the abstrac t.
The blunt and direct answer, softened just a little,
was and is a powerful weapon that carried over to the
new television medium well. Fo r instance, a political
scientist, I know, st ill uses as a classic, a recollection
of the Senator not reported in the biogr aphy . Cornered
on a "Meet the Press" show by questions on polLs
favorable to Eisenhower in early 1952, Taft finally
slammed his fist on the table, looked dead in the
camera, and almost shouted, "The Gallup poll is rigged ."
Th e new discoveries and possibilities coming from the
1950 battle gave an easier dimension even to pe~sonal
relations thereafter. The biographer saw this, I
think, but perhaps did not capitalize on it enough.
For if there is a feeling that I had at the end of
the life story, it is that there was a failurew
bring ali ter,-",ry cl imax, no t based mArely on a career
of usefulness and leadership, but on a speculation
as to what m~ght have been in store for the future.
By th is, I refer not only as to the differences
politically that might have resulted had the 1952
convention gone differently, nor just to the future
Senate career had not an accident of disease i n tervened,
but even more to the impact on those who knew him
well and worked with him and were experiencing a new
openness dnd 0 bj ect :Lvi t y tp.mpering the drive and
compet itiveness.
Perh~ps Jim Patter~on has felt that these
possi biliti es are better left for later studies and
chronicles , and that he has done his jo b with a
dedic ated, perspicaceous, and comprehensive review
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of the man, based strictly upon the materials available. This is not to say that the biography is
without excellent coverage of personal life in lat er
years, but it seems too dominated by my mother's
lll vallQ status , perhaps overly emphasized as a resu:'-

of the devoted and sympathy-full reports oi' my mothe_
great friend and helper, Darrah Wunder. There is
also the danger, which has not been wholly ov ercome
to dramatize his own terminal illness, whlch only
conf i_r.med and did not shed new light on his composcc
but combative character . "He should not be known a s
a man who died of cancer , " his friends and relative s
agreed in deciding on the nature of his memorials .
He will not be as a result of this book, but it may
be that its editing should eliminate the poss i bilit ~
ftl r ther .
Final judgment of the work and of the man
will, of course, have to depend on more thought , mor=
t ime , and more perspective, but the work by Profess c_
Patterson has made a vital, true, and possibly
determinative impact uponany ultimate assessment of
Robert A. Taft. For that, his country, h i s follower ~
his friends, and his family will be pleased and
grateful . For the fidelity of his scholarship, the
sensitivity of his perception , and the directness 0:
his pr e sentation , t he author must and will recei v e
earned recognition for excellence. It is a fine bo ~
and an important pi e ce of history.
Robert Taft, Jr .

